
 

 
 
 
 
 

CONTROLLING SET PLAYS 
 

 

The keeper has a huge role in controlling any set plays in the back third of the pitch throughout the 
game; however, there is some basic work that should be completed prior to the match so that all 
players understand their roles in each type of play. 
 
It is the coach’s job to issue instructions and practice the set plays.  This will ensure that there is no 
confusion when the kick is taken which will allow the team to defend with maximum presence. 
 
Speed in organising the defensive line up, marking up effectively and being prepared for attacking 
plays should be practiced on a regular basis allowing players to become familiar with their role. 
 
While the goalkeeper is often held accountable for any on field problems during set plays it is the 
off field planning that will benefit the team when they are placed under the pressure of a set play in 
the match. 
 
Depending on which defensive line up is employed by the coach the tactics can change 
considerably.  For example the defensive line up utilised at set plays may change depending on 
whether the team is playing a zonal marking system as opposed to man to man marking. 
 
The keeper who is organising the defense must not only be aware of the system utilised but also 
have a thorough understanding of the system to successfully control the plays. 
 
Traditionally, coaches at nearly every level have neglected the coaching of set plays in the area of 
communication and organisation from the keeper. 
 
The keeper often unfairly bears the brunt of the blame from not only the coach but also disgruntled 
fans when goals are scored or errors are made at set plays.  I have asked many keepers playing at 
the top level in both domestic and representative levels, how much time had been spent by coaches 
explaining the set plays and instructing the defense on their individual jobs, and in almost every 
case the answer was none. 
 
There are many points that should be covered that will reduce chances given to the opposition, 
which will also reduce the goals we concede. 
 
Consideration should be given to which players will form the wall, giving the anchor mans role to 
the tallest player on the far end of the wall and instructing him to coordinate the wall position with 
the keeper.  
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A second anchorman should be nominated and understand the role in case the first is injured or 
replaced. The anchorman should face the keeper and pull the wall into position before turning back 
to face the kick. 
 
I believe the wall should already be back the mandatory ten meters as otherwise the position is be 
changed when the referee moves it back and the keeper then has to reposition the wall wasting the 
first effort and creating unnecessary pressure. A player can always line up in front of the ball to slow 
the play if necessary leaving the wall in the best possible position.   
 
The keeper must make the ultimate decision on the number of players in the wall depending upon 
the angle and distance from which the ball is being played. The keeper must also be capable of 
communicating their intentions clearly with the defense. 
 
Keepers must always position themselves so they can see the ball and not be caught standing 
behind the wall.   Preparation in training will eliminate stress on the park and give the team the 
opportunity to defend the kick to the best of their ability. 
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